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THE TRASH FISH COOK BOOK

The Trash Fish Cook Book is the physical manifestation of a long unsung contribution to Ne w Alchemy.
The authors, our bold fishermen, Bill McLarney and
Bryce Butler, frequently have been described as fish
freaks. This is definitely an understatement. An addiction is the mildest term that could begin to convey the passion with which they discuss, care for,
study, pursue, cook, and eat fish . In spite of the
fact that summer is an intensely busy time for us,
once word is out that the fish are running, they
know no rest. However long the work day, with the
coming of dusk, they are gone. Sometimes the y are
not back much before dawn. Whenever they do
stumble in, there is the thankless chore, all too often
blithely overlooked by the rest of us, of scaling and
cleaning the catch. That done, they can fall into bed
for a few hours before the daily round begins again.
As the summer wears on, they grow increasingly
hollow-eyed, but there is little, if any, slackening in
their zeal. With the night, we all know that they 'll
revive, the gleam will return to their eyes and, rods
in hand, they'll be off again.
There are eccentricities to be borne with in all of
us, however, and if one's friends must succumb to
fanaticism in some form, it's preferable when it
results in something you can eat. The fish that Bill
and Bryce catch for us are one of our summer
staples. With vegetables from the garden and the
previous night's catch, it's hard not to eat well.
I have acted as assistant or taken part in enough
of the meals to testify that the cleaning and cooking
methods enlisted below have received ex haustive
personal attention from the authors. Their emphasis
on so-called 'trash fish' is one we feel to be useful,
in that it offers a way to broaden one's food base
even while food prices seem bent on endless escalation. The field of advice and instructions for
working with their more socially acceptable cousins
has received, to date, considerably more coverage
and, therefore, is not discussed. We hope that you
will enjoy reading the 'cook book' and go on from
there.
- NJT
Photos by Hilde A tema M aingay

Man the hunter-gatherer vs. man the food-grower
seems to be a topic of popular debate these days, even
with respect to the aquatic realm . New Alchemy's
work in aquaculture , and Gene and Marja Anderson's
comments in Journal Two notwithstanding, some of
us do enjoy fishing - for the sport, for the closeness
with the environment it affords - and for the sake of
the substantial amounts of protein we harvest . We
suppose that some of you and some of your friends
also fish and that you like to eat as well as we do .
So , in the interests of both gustatory pleasure and
nutrition, we offer some of our favorite fish recipes.
A few are for popular game fish; the emphasis,
however, is on the so-called "trash" fish . These unglamorous creatures are probably caught more fre quently than the game species; certainly they are
thrown back more often. This creates a disproportionate pressure on game fish populations. It
is also wasteful, as often these rejects can be
superior as food to the prized game fish .
.~~
We welcome feedback on these recipes and
~~
further contributions from our readers.
~
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CONGERS

~~

Congers may be skinned and dressed like American
eels. In the case of both , you will find that the kidney
tissue (the reddish strips along the spine) extends
back past the vent, into the solid tissue of the tail ,
so cut back fo r an inch or so and remove it. The
method of filleting eels is different from that used
with other fish. I worked this one out on 40+ inch
congers, but it ought to work with smaller specimens as well. Place the fish on its back and cut
right along the spine , but not all the way through
the flesh. Do this on both sides. The idea is to peel
the spine right out in a long V-shaped strip . This

leaves the ribs in the fillet, but they aren't much
trouble in eels. When you get to the back of the
body cavity, where the spine no longer has lateral
extensions, lay the eel on its side and cut all the
way through as close as possible to the spine , as
you would with an ordinary fish. Then turn it
over and do the same thing on the other side.
What you should be left with is a long swallowtail fillet and a backbone. Cut the fillet into
convenient pieces for your frying pan, batter,
and fry. I find that if the fillet-halves are cut in
two at the body cavity they show less tendency
to curl, and thus cook more evenly. For battering ,
I dip the pieces in a mixture of egg and milk
(about equal parts) and then a mixture of white
flour and bread crumbs, with a dash of salt and
pepper. They take a long time to fry, and the
heat should be fairly low or you'll burn them. I
use a fair amount of oil, flavored with a little
butter (a quarter inch) . Turn them frequently and,
when they are tender, in twenty minutes or so,
they are done. I have eaten fried conger side by
side with fluke cooked the same way, and all of us who
were eating preferred the eel; it's among the tastiest
of fish.
SMOOTH DOGFISH
This is the "sand shark" commonly caught and
cursed on the coast of New England. It may be recognized by the teeth, which are like miniature cobblestones, by the presence of an anal fin and by the lack
of any stout spines on the dorsal fins. The latter two
are respectively absent and present on the spiny
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dogfish, a species which forms the basis of fish and
chips in England, for which we haven't learned the
proper cooking technique yet. Any suggestions from
English readers?
Dogfish are cleaned like any ordinary fish. Don't
bother to fillet them. They don't have bones, and
the flesh is easily separated from the cartilaginous
skeleton after cooking. Sharks store urea in their
muscles, so they must be parboiled in water and
vinegar (about six to one is at least enough) to
remove the strong taste. Cut the unskinned shark
into convenient frying steaks, not more than one
inch thick, and put them in the boiling vinegar
and water for two and a half to three minutes. If
the skin comes off easily, the flavor should be all
right. Don't overboil or they will fall apart. Peel
the skin off with your fingers and fry the pieces
of meat. They should be tender in five minutes or
so. I have not used a batter for them and I don't
feel they need it. They should be served with

l,mon.
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SKATE
The only skate I have dealt with is the clear-nosed
skate, which is commonly caught off Cape Cod. I
don't know if these methods would work with other
skates, although there is no reason to believe they
wouldn 't, as the other species are also edible. The
clear-nose may easily be recognized by the translucent
patches on either side of the snout. The part you eat
is the " wings." These are cut off along the line of the
ribs, and the rest of the body can be discarded. Wash
the abundant slime off as well as you can, because
it gives a bad flavor to the meat. Then parboil the
wings for around two minutes or until the skin comes
off easily with a fork. Be sure to remove the gelatinous
layer under the skin . Do not overboil, or the whole
thing will fall apart. Then batter and fry as described
for conger eel. The cooking takes much less time,
however. The wings smell almost exactly like scallops,
while cooking, and taste like them too . Indeed, ersatz
scallops have been made in the past with skate wings and a
cookie cutter . The only fault I have found with skate is that,
at times, the texture is stringy. This can be avoided
by pushing up the boiling time slightly but, if you
do this, it is especially important to remove as
much slime as possible prior to boiling. The best
skate I ever had was left overnight in the fridge
between two sheets of newspaper, and the wings
were stored for another day the same way. This may
have drawn out some of the slime and allowed me to
boil them for the three+ minutes I gave them without
imparting a bad flavor to the meat. These wings
tended to fall apart, however, and were difficult
to handle. So experiment around - the flavor is
worth it, when you consider the price of scallops.
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MISCELLANEOUS GAME FISH RECIPES
The recipes we have just described have
vided some of the best eating we have had here.
For eating, I prefer conger eel over bluefish as much
as I prefer bluefish over conger for catching. Life is
like that. However, our daily bread during the
summer is striped bass and bluefish, and these fish
are commonly caught in such abundance that it is
well to have a variety of ways to fix them. Here are
the methods I used for the great majority of our
meals during July, August and September. ~
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BROILED FILLET a la TeHennepe
~
I learned this method, in its simpler form, from
Dr . Eugene TeHennepe, a very excellent fisherman from New London, Connecticut . It applies
equally well to striper, blue or weakfish (seatrout).
His method is simply to lay the fillet in the pan,
skin side down, sprinkle with paprika, and then
pour on melted butter, put it four or five inches
from the broiler, and broil until it comes apart
easily with a fork . Serve with lemon. If your broiler
is very hot, you may find it better to set the temperature down to 400 0 or so, with the control still
on broil, so the heat is from above, or move the fish
down some, farther from the flame. In any case,
leave the broiler door ajar.
This is the basic method. I have changed it somewhat. I don't use paprika, but instead sprinkle on
salt and pepper (freshly ground, if possible), and I
squeeze a lemon over the fish before putting on the
butter . If your fish is large enough , the cheek piece
between the eye and the hard gill cover can be cooked
the same way, but take it out a little earlier, before
it burns. It is the best tasting piece of the whole fish .

BAKED STUFFED FISH
This is a recipe for the big one that didn 't get away,
which you want to bear in festive triumph to the
groaning board . Clean it with the head on, for both
festivity and food . The Orientals, when they eat fish
heads and rice, aren't simply being thrifty or aesthetic ,
they are getting the best part of the fish . Five of us
ate well one night on the head of a 23 pound striper.
After cleaning, mix pieces of dried bread, celery and
onions in a frying pan and fry with a little butter. I
also use some·salt pork , diced small and well dried
out, because it adds flavor. Go easy on the grease,
however, because part of the purpose of the stuffing
is to dry out the flesh a little . Season the stuffing
with salt , pepper and thyme. I would use perhaps a
half teaspoon of thyme for a ten pound bluefish . Then
fill the body cavity with the stuffing, put a few pats
of butter on top , sprinkle with salt and pepper and

bake at around 375 0 until it's done. Test for doneness by sticking a fork in the back, at the thickest
part, just in front of the dorsal fin . When it flakes all
the way through to the bone, it is done. Serve with
lemon. The eye turns white, which tends to discourage
some . It can be covered decently with a slice of lemon
or a sprig of parsley .

SNAPPER BLUES
The young of the year, which often appear in
great numbers in late summer, are easy to catch and
delicious to eat. They can be told from the various
herrings by the strong tooth-filled jaw and the spiny
dorsal fin. They should be fried simply without batter, just salt and pepper . Like other panfish, they
are a little bony, but not as bad as perch, for instance,
and they are much easier to clean and far , far easier
to scale.

_f1?
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EELS
=---'
There are many kinds of eels, but only two, other
than the vicious and easily recognizable morays, that
you're likely to come up with in the United States
or Canada . These are the American eel and the conger
eel. Both are superb food , but in very different ways.
Alive , they are difficult to tell apart. If you catch
your eels in fresh water or in shallow salt water, such
as a marsh, they are almost certainly American eels .
If they come from deep salt water , they might be
congers. You 'll know for sure when you clean your
eels; if the flesh is a beautiful pearly white, it's a
conger. If it has a grayish or bluish tint, it's an
American eel. This cooking technique is for
American eels only.
The first order of business is to skin the eel. Skinning an eel is very easy - if you know how. For
skinning, leave the head on. It's the only handle on
an eel. If there are two of you, one person can hold
the eel by the jaw with a long-nosed pliers. Otherwise , you may find it more convenient to hang up or
nail down the eel, particularly if it is large . Once you
you have a grip, there are three steps :
1. With a sharp knife, make a cut completely
through the skin all the way around the body directly
behind the pectoral fins . Try to cut as little muscle
tissue as possible, as cutting it will make the skinning
harder and , particularly in the case of a small eel,
may cause the head , rather than the skin, to pull off.
2. Insert a thin-bladed knife between the skin and
muscle tissue and work it completely around the
body , completely separating the first half inch or so
of skin from the muscle.
3. With a second pair of pliers, grasp the skin and
pull it off over the taillike a glove.
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Then proceed to clean the eel like any other fish.
You will find that the gut contents and head are quite
small. Dressing loss for eels is less than for any fish I
know . This, plus the richness of the flesh , means that
a few skinny-looking eels will make a bigger feed than
you would guess.
The best way I know of to cook an eel is to stir fry.
First, fillet the eel; there will be surprisingly little
waste . Then cut the fillets into strips about Yz inch
wide; make your cuts from back to belly of the eel not lengthwise. Cut whatever vegetables you want to
use into pieces about the same size. (This is not a
"recipe" in the sense that I'm going to tell you what
vegetables - or spices - to use. This is just "how to
cook an eel.")
Place the pieces of eel in oil or butter (I prefer
butter) in a frying pan, or better, a wok on high heat .
Eeel takes a long time to cook, so put it in before the
veggies. Add whatever spices you like and stir. Keep
it moving. When the flesh starts to turn white, you
can think about adding the veggies. (This , of course,
depends on the consistency of the vegetables you've
chosen .) Stir some more. KEEP IT MOVING. The
critical point is when the strips of eel suddenly curl
up tightly and become firm . Another minute and
a half of stir fry and it should be ready . If it takes
a little more to finish up the veggies, it won 't hurt .
The whole business might take twenty minutes
from the time the eel hits the pan. Serve with
lemon.
Using this method we've fed fourteen hungry
people with six medium-size eels and some onions,
celery and chard.
Eels are also among the best fish to smoke; for
,making, you don't mn noed to ,kin th'~

BULLHEADS
Bullheads are the smaller cousins of the channel
catfish which are so popular and important commercially in the South. Where they are abundant,
they are the ideal "kids' fish", which means that,
if you're an inexperienced but hungry fisherman ,
they'll be ideal for you, too. You should be able
to tell them from channel cats by their generally less
graceful appearance. The tail, in particular, is different' being more rounded in outline and not so
deeply forked. Once again, the sure clue comes in
the cleaning. If the flesh is pink or red, it's a bullhead.
If it's white, it's a channel cat or one of his relatives.
Bullheads, like eels, have to be skinned . The procedure is the same, except that you'll have to cut
through the skin around the dorsal and anal fins and
remove those pieces of skin separately.
Bullheads are not pretty fish, and a lot of people
throw them away , but they have few rivals for flavor.
As far as I'm concerned, the flavor of bullheads is too
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good to mess up with spices, batter or any of that
stuff. They should be fried in butter - period. Salt
and pepper, or a little lemon, are permissible .
The smaller the bullhead, the better to fry. The
big ones are good, maybe even as good as the little
ones, but the shape of the body - much wider near
the head than at the tail - makes them very hard to
cook evenly . I think 5 to 6 inch fish are unbeatable.
Simply place the skinned and gutted bullheads in
butter in a frying pan at medium heat. Check your
first batch frequently. When the down side turns white
and then starts to brown a bit, flip the fish over. This
way you can arrive at a time which will work for a
certain heat and a certain size of bullhead. Fry until
the flesh is firm and the tails are crunchy like a
potato chip . Be sure to eat the tails - they're fun.
When served, the meat should "unzip" cleanly from
the backbone, so that there is no waste and virtually
no bon" in th, fl,,},.
~

~~

THECOSTARICAN"FISHCHIP"
I developed this one while camped beside a stream
in Costa Rica with no available supply of protein,
other than some really small fish which we could net.
I'm talking about 2 to 4 inch characins. (The characins
are the most widely distributed, common and diverse
family of fishes in Latin America. They include the
various tetras familiar to aquarium keepers.) I haven't
tried the fish chip with North American minnows,
but it should work. It's not so good with spinyfinned fishes like sunfish and perch. Their bones are
stouter and don't react as described below. If you're
going to eat very small spiny-finned fish, I recommend
you cook them just like large fish of the same species
and handle the bones as best you can.
The fish in question (Astyanax fasciatus and young
Brycon guatemalensis, for those who care) were, in
addition to being abundant and easy to catch, of rather
good flavor when cooked conventionally. Unfortunately, the texture of the flesh of Astyanax fasciatus was
disappointingly soft, and both species , at that size,
were disagreeably bony . Both of these problems are
eliminated with the "fish chip."
First clean the fish. This might seem like a lot of
labor with a zillion tiny fish , but most such fish or,
at least, the characins, are extremely easy to clean.
Often scaling and gutting can be done in ten
seconds with a fingernail. If the fish you are working
with are herbivorous (you can tell from the green
stuff in the stomach and intestine) , be especially
careful to clean out the gut cavity thoroughly. Some
plants eaten by fish can impart a bitter taste to the
flesh if they are left in contact with it .
Put the cleaned fish in high quality oil in a frying
pan at high heat. (Cheap oil or lard doesn't crisp
them properly.) Apply lemon juice while they're
frying. When the fish curl up at both ends like a
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"e" turn them over and push them back down flush
with the frying pan. More lemon. The test of doneness is in the bones. They should be edible. You are
not trying to cook them soft, as is sometimes done
with salmon, but rather to cook them until they're
hard and brittle. So brittle that they shatter into
bits when bitten and represent no danger or
discomfort whatever in the mouth or throat.
Serve the fish with slices of lemon and eat 'em
whole. If you've done it right , the fins, skin and thin
parts of the fish should be crispy and when you're
done there shouldn't be a bone or scrap left on the
plate .

This fish has the advantage of being easy to keep
for a while without processing. Just wrap the fish
up in a banana leaf. I have carried fish for three days
this way while hiking in 85 degree weather and
they remained delicious.
If, as you read this, you are camped by a stream
in Latin America somewhere, don't forget to throw
your meal scraps into the stream right there. Or wash
your dishes there. This will build up a concentration
of hungry characins for you to catch and make into
fish chips. Which is a kind of recycling, I suppose .
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-Bill McLarney
Bryce Butler
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Gardens in bloom
And kids chasing each other
Saturday people

-Ate Atema
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